School Awareness Programme Summary
Delivering education sessions in schools across England
and Wales to raise awareness of illegal badger
persecution, legislation and badger ecology.
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Naturewatch Foundation Mission
Naturewatch Foundation is a registered charity that has been working to improve the lives of
animals for over 25 years. Our Mission is to end animal cruelty and advance animal welfare
standards around the world.
A key part of our work revolves around education to ensure animals are recognised as sentient
beings, capable of suffering, in order to ensure that full regard is always paid to their welfare
requirements.

Introduction
As part of our campaign to end badger baiting, we have launched a School Awareness Programme
aimed at secondary school pupils aged between 13 to 16 years old, across England and Wales.
We were approached by police officers requesting we launch a programme to raise awareness about
illegal badger persecution to teenage children. It has been identified that badger crime can be a
generational issue, with children witnessing their parents’ involvement, and not registering that their
activities are morally wrong or even illegal.
The education programme is a partnership project that was devised with the assistance of the
Durham County Badger Group and the Durham Police Partnerships Department.
The programme is now live across County Durham and initially incorporates an illustration
competition that is subsequently linked to a wildlife crime mystery novel entitled ‘Badger Boy’, due
to be published in early 2019.
Information about the awareness programme, illustration competition and book can be found
below, along with details of how to acquire the School Awareness Programme Package for your area.

School Awareness Programme
The School Awareness Programme comprises partnership involvement from individual Badger
Groups, Animal Welfare Organisations and/or the Police by delivering education sessions to one or
more schools in your area.
A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) will be signed between all parties.
The education presentation covers:
 Illegal badger persecution
 Legislation
 Badger ecology
 Safety advice should a pupil witness illegal badger persecution or find an injured badger
 Information on how pupils can help police fight badger crime.
The programme concentrates primarily on badger baiting and is intended for use in areas where
baiting is a problem, although the programme is available to all schools in England and Wales as an
educational tool.

School Awareness Programme Package
The School Awareness programme package that is available consists of:


Naturewatch Foundation PowerPoint presentation that includes eye-opening video footage
and images, which can be customised for your audience



A comprehensive briefing document to support the PowerPoint presentation



Illegal badger persecution fact sheet



Extra school curriculum teaching documents x 5



Teacher consent form

Badger Boy
Badger Boy is wildlife crime mystery novel currently being written by Geoff Francis for Naturewatch
Foundation to raise awareness about illegal badger persecution. It is due to be published in 2019.
The book is about a boy called Liam who rescues wild animals and helps police to fight badger crime.
It also contains additional information on the natural history of the badger, badgers and the law, and
how to get involved with groups and organisations working on behalf of badgers.
The aim of the Badger Boy is to celebrate the value of the badger to the British countryside, raise
questions about what happens to it at the hands of humans, and recruit help and understanding
among younger generations who will be incremental in the badgers’ future wellbeing and survival.
Badger Boy teaser:
A challenging tale full of magic and healing that only the natural world can bring. Rejected by his
mother and threatened by the human world he has been cast into, Liam finds sanctuary in the world
of badgers. He discovers his purpose for living by caring for wild animals until his new world he has
grown to love is torn apart by a gang of hunters.

Illustration Competition
We are currently running an illustration competition asking children between the ages of 13 – 16 to
draw a black and white picture of badgers.
Details about how to enter the competition are available on our competition website –
www. badgerboy.co.uk
All submitted artwork will be judged by TV presenter and wildlife expert, Chris Packham. The
competition will result in 17 winners, all of whom will have their illustrations featured in one of the
17 chapters of the book, Badger Boy.
The closing date is the 15 April 2019.

Next Steps
Expressions of interest in the School Awareness Programme by individual Badger Groups, the Police,
Teachers or other parties should be made to Naturewatch Foundation via the following contacts:
Campaign Director, Jennie Rudd
Tel 01242 252871 or email jennie@naturewatch.org
Wildlife Crime Adviser, Andy Swinburne
Tel 07580 024684 or email andrew@naturewatch.org

